To: Renate Behrens, Chair, RDA Steering Committee
Cc: Anne Welsh, RSC Secretary
From: Elisa Sze, Education and Orientation Officer
Subject: Response to: PlacesWG/2023/1

Thank you to the Places Working Group for their effort and thoroughness in reviewing the implementation status of the recommendations originating from 6JSC/TechnicalWG/4 and bringing forward this proposal.

**2023 Recommendation 1:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 2:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 3:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 4:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 5:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 6:**
Approve

**2023 Recommendation 7:** Add elements for Corporate Body: governing jurisdiction and Place: governing jurisdiction of, in order to relate a corporate body that is a government to the place that it governs.

Approve in principle. I also reviewed this proposal in my separate role on the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing. That committee is suggesting clearer labels, “jurisdiction of government” (instead of “governing jurisdiction”) and “government of jurisdiction” (instead of “governing jurisdiction of”), which I support.